
Activity: Measuring Height with Nonstandard Tools 

Level: Grades K or up 

Prerequisite: Measurement of length 

Goals: Meaning of height; How to measure height; Importance of accuracy; Understanding of 

tools for measuring 

Materials: Sticky notes, Sheets of blank paper, Linking cubes, Playing cards, tape, string, 

scissors 

 

Launch: Today, we're going to be great mathematicians and scientists. We're going to find out 

how tall we each are by measuring our heights. What does “measuring height” mean? How do 

you know if someone is taller? How can you prove someone is taller? 

 

Explore: Pair up students so you have at least a couple of pairs where the students are the same 

height (this will help with discussing accuracy). Have them begin by writing down who they 

think is taller, before measuring. Give student pairs each one tool to start with - either sticky 

notes, sheets of paper and tape, or linking cubes. Have them use the tool to measure each other’s 

height. Then swap tools. (If any finish early, they can measure each other with the third tool 

also.) Watch their methods: how they measure each other’s height with different objects, and 

what/how they record it. Some examples of possible methods: have one child lie down and 

measure the floor next to them with the measuring tools; let them stay standing up and stack the 

cubes in a tower or tape the sheets to the standing child. 

 
Summarize: Ask pairs to report their measurements. Ask: Who do you think is taller? Why? 

How do the measurements tell you who is taller?  Ask the pairs with same height: You seem to 

be the same height. Did your measurements tell you that? Should the numbers both be the same? 

If one number is bigger, why do you think it’s bigger instead of the same? Ask all the children: 

Which tool was best? How do you know? What is something you didn’t use that you think would 

be better? (this answer does not need to be standardized tools) 
 

What we see as important concepts in this task 
This task forefronts choice of tools and accuracy. It’s important for students to measure with a 

couple of tools (or more!) to begin to compare attributes of measuring devices that are useful to 

understand why standardized measuring tools are good to have, but also that other objects can be 

pressed into service if a standardized device is not available (measuring the space on your bike 

for a basket with your thumb, and then measuring that space on a basket in the store with your 

thumb is okay if you don’t have a ruler with you - but easier to ask a salesperson for a basket that 

is 10 inches high instead of 10 thumbs high).  Some attributes of “best tools” might be: 

consistency of measurement from object to object, consistency of tools for communicating, size 

of tool (different tool sizes for different objects), etc. 
 
 

  



Activity: Proving Who is Taller                              Mathematician Name: ______________ 

 

Find a partner. Choose a tool that you will experiment with today. Measure each other using this 

tool. 

1. Before you start measuring - who is taller? You or your partner? 

Track your results: 

2. How tall are you? 

3. How tall is your partner? 

4. Which number is bigger - your height measurement or your partner’s height 

measurement? 

 

Choose a second tool that you will experiment with today. Measure each other using this tool. 

Track your results: 

5. How tall are you? 

6. How tall is your partner? 

7. Which number is bigger - your height measurement or your partner’s height 

measurement? 

 

 

Reflection questions: 

8. Who is taller, you or your partner? Did your measurements prove this? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

9. What happened to the measurements when you changed tools - did the numbers increase 

or decrease? Why do you think that happened? Does that mean your height changed? 

 

 

 

 

10. Draw a picture or explain in words: 

What does it mean to be taller than someone else? 
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What did I do to solve this task? 

 

What measurement ideas allow me to do these things? 

 

How have students solved this task? 

 Possible roadblocks: 

● Gaps or overlaps 

● Objects curve with body instead of straight line 

● Different start / end points (start/end at ankles instead of bottom of feet or at 

shoulders instead of top of head) 

● Errors lead to a smaller number for a taller child - measurement doesn’t support 

intuition 

 Some possible strategies: 

● Note: Strategies may depend on tool chosen! 

● Child being measured may stand up or lie down 

● If a child lies downs and the objects are placed next to the child, then 

measurement of the second child could be by adding/subtracting objects instead 

of starting fresh. 

● Multi-colored objects - child might sort them and then count each color set, then 

add them together (5 reds + 3 yellows = 8 cubes) 

● Objects that attach together (like linking cubes or sheets of paper with tape) 

might hide gaps/overlaps difficulty 

 

How could a teacher respond to how students might solve this task? 

● Many opportunities for discussion - allowing students to discover how measurement 

works: 

○ Not all measuring methods lead to consistent results 

○ Choice of tool matters: some are too big or too small; measuring with a larger 

tool yields smaller numbers while measuring with smaller tool yields larger 

numbers 

● Teacher could model or explain correct measurement procedures 

● What skills or knowledge should the children leave with?  


